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Abstract
People are constantly bombarded with information
they could use to adjust their beliefs. Here, we are
interested in exploring the impact of social norms on
health-related belief update. To investigate, we recruited a sample of 200 Princeton University students,
who first rated the accuracy of a set of health statements (pre-test). They were then provided with
relevant evidence either in favor or against the initial
statements, and were asked to rate how convincing
each piece of evidence was. The evidence was
randomly assigned to appear as normative or nonnormative, and anecdotal or scientific. Finally, participants rated the accuracy of the initial set of statements
again (post-test). The results show that participants
rationally updated their beliefs more when the
evidence was scientific compared to when it was anecdotal. More importantly to our primary inquiry, the
results show that participants changed their beliefs
more in line with the evidence when the evidence was
portrayed as normative compared to when the evidence
was portrayed as non-normative, pointing to the
impactful influence social norms have on health
beliefs. Both effects were mediated by participants'
subjective evaluation of the convincingness of the
evidence, indicating the mechanism by which evidence
is selectively incorporated into belief systems.
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INTRODUCTION
False statements cluttering the informational landscape have always been a challenge for societies (Garrett, 2011). Their detrimental effects have increased over time with the advancements
in technology that facilitate the faster spread of false information compared to accurate information (Vosoughi et al., 2018). And believing false information can have destructive outcomes
in all aspects of society, as concluded by numerous empirical articles linking false beliefs to
decreased vaccination rates (Jolley & Douglas, 2014), increased climate change denial
(Lewandowsky et al., 2015), and increased intergroup prejudice (Jolley et al., 2020).
Encouragingly, however, beliefs are subject to change, given their dynamic nature
(Bendixen, 2002). Prior work has identified several strategies that proved effective at changing
beliefs, such as using fictional narratives (Wheeler et al., 1999), nudging accuracy goals
(Pennycook et al., 2020), manipulating memory accessibility (Vlasceanu & Coman, 2018;
Vlasceanu, Morais, et al., 2020), appending emotional arousing images (Vlasceanu, Goebel, &
Coman, 2020), and triggering prediction errors (Vlasceanu et al., 2021). However, changing
peoples' beliefs is not a trivial task. Triggering belief update by incorporating new evidence
has been shown particularly challenging if the evidence increases cognitive dissonance
(Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959), reduces coherence among already held beliefs (Lord
et al., 1979), or counters one's political allegiance (Nyhan & Reifler, 2010). Here, we are
interested in exploring strategies of making people more receptive to evidence in an effort to
change their misinformed beliefs.
Building on the vast literature on the impact of social norms in people's lives (Cialdini &
Goldstein, 2004; Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Paluck & Green, 2009), we propose that one such strategy involves portraying relevant evidence as normative. This hypothesis is supported by theoretical work on social consensus, proposing that a large group of people believing a piece of
information acts as a “secondary reality test”, which makes that piece of information more
likely to be believed (Festinger, 1954). Moreover, this hypothesis also is supported by empirical
work showing that information qualified by high virality metrics on social media platforms
(i.e., high number of likes, and shares on Twitter) appears as more believable than information
qualified by low virality metrics (i.e., low number of likes, shares on Twitter). This effect was
explained by differences in the perception of descriptive and injunctive norms around sharing
information of high versus low virality (Kim, 2018). Thus, if normative information is perceived
as more believable, is it also more likely to be incorporated in people's beliefs when encountered as evidence, triggering belief update?
Additionally, we are interested in what type of evidence is more effective at changing beliefs.
Prior work has identified messages featuring narratives/anecdotes (Escalas, 2007; McQuiggan
et al., 2008), and scientific information (Zhang et al., 2019) as having strong influence on people. Therefore, here, we are interested in whether anecdotal or scientific evidence is more likely
to be incorporated into and change people's beliefs. In support of anecdotal evidence being
more effective at changing beliefs than scientific evidence, prior work showed that messages
featuring narratives were more effective at persuading people to sign up for organ donation
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than messages conveying statistics (Weber et al., 2006). In another study regarding health interventions, narratives were perceived as more believable than newsletter articles (Slater
et al., 2003). In the domain of cancer prevention, the most shared messages on the Twitter platform were anecdotal experiences (Chung, 2017; So et al., 2016), which have been shown to have
a boosted online presence because they enhance users' emotional involvement with the messages (Berger, 2014). In support of scientific evidence being more effective at changing beliefs
than anecdotal evidence, prior work showed that informational tweets were shared more than
personal experience tweets (Zhang et al., 2019), and public health organizations typically post
factual information on social media platforms (Lyles et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019). One limitation of this literature is that it rarely involves experimental manipulations, relying mostly on
correlational designs, which constrains the causal links that could be inferred. Here, we aim to
address this limitation.
Lastly, from an applied perspective, we are interested in the interaction effects of evidence
normativity (normative/non-normative) and evidence type (scientific/anecdotal) on belief
update. For instance, is normativity differentially impactful when the evidence is anecdotal versus scientific? Knowing what combination of evidence features is most likely to lead to belief
change is important in designing effective interventions aimed at reducing misinformation
(Lewandowsky et al., 2012).
To test belief change as a function of normative perceptions and evidence type, we designed
an experiment composed of three phases: pre-test, evidence, and post-test. First, participants
rated the accuracy of a set of health statements (e.g., “Reading in dim light can damage the eyes”;
pre-test phase). They were then exposed to a series of tweets, serving as pieces of evidence either
in favor or against the initial statements, and were asked to rate how convincing each piece of
evidence was. Half of the tweets were randomly assigned to appear as anecdotes, and the other
half as scientific findings; also, half of them were randomly assigned to appear as having a
large number of retweets, likes, and comments (normative), whereas the other half only a
small number of retweets, likes, and comments (non-normative). Thus, we constructed a 2 by
2 experimental design with type (anecdotal vs. scientific) and normativity (normative vs. nonnormative) as within-participant independent variables. Lastly, participants were asked to rate
the accuracy of the initial statements again (post-test phase). Our first hypothesis was that
participants would update their beliefs more to align with the scientific evidence than to the
anecdotal evidence. Our second hypothesis was that participants would update their beliefs
more to align with the normative evidence than to the non-normative evidence. Though we find
it interesting from an applied perspective, we did not have an a priori hypothesis regarding a
potential interaction between these evidence types. Thus, we test this interaction in an exploratory fashion. Our last hypothesis was that both effects would be mediated by participants'
subjective ratings of evidence convincingness.

METHOD
Open science practices
The materials and data can be found on the open science framework page here: https://osf.
io/7nvcf/
The data analysis (in python and R) can be viewed as a jupyter notebook here: https://
github.com/mvlasceanu/normativebeliefs
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Participants
A total of 200 Princeton University undergraduate students (Mage = 19.49, SDage = 1.39; 64%
women) were recruited for the study. They participated in the study for either monetary
compensation (i.e., at a $12/h rate) or research credit. All participants passed preestablished
attention checks (i.e., “For this question, please select 4 if you are still paying attention”). We
aimed for a sample size of 200 participants to achieve a 0.8 power for an effect size of 0.2 in a
two-tailed paired sample comparison at an alpha level of 0.05. The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at Princeton University.

Stimulus materials
We undertook preliminary studies to pretest a set of 32 health statements of moderate believability (e.g., “Eating carrots will make eyesight sharper”). A pilot study was conducted on a
Cloud Research sample (N = 217; Mage = 54.16, SDage = 16.3; 82% women), in which we
collected believability ratings (i.e., “How accurate or inaccurate do you think this statement is”
on a scale from 1—Extremely Inaccurate to 100—Extremely Accurate). We conducted this pilot
to make sure all the statements were moderately believable, to avoid any floor or ceiling effects
in belief change. Even though each of these 32 statements was moderately believable by design,
half of them were actually accurate, while the other half were actually inaccurate pieces of
information, as determined by published scientific papers or other official sources.
We also constructed a set of 128 pieces of direct evidence, 4 for each of the 32 statements.
The 4 types of evidence were: scientific and normative, scientific and non-normative, anecdotal
and normative, anecdotal and non-normative. The pieces of evidence were constructed such
that they always argued in favor of the initial statement if the statement was accurate
(e.g., “Children who spend less time outdoors are at greater risk to develop nearsightedness, study
shows”) and argued against the initial statement if the statement was inaccurate (e.g., “Eating
carrots does not make eyesight sharper, study shows”). To increase external validity, these pieces
of evidence were constructed and displayed to participants in as if they were tweets collected
from the Twitter platform. Moreover, for each piece of evidence, the sources of the tweets were
constructed to be as similar as possible while allowing some variability, to maintain the credibility of the stimuli. In each case, the person tweeting was depicted as a white middle-aged
male, with a common name and appearance to avoid source effects. The dates of the tweets
were randomly chosen from dates in the month on July 2019.

Design and procedure
Data collection occurred between October and December 2019. Participants were told they
would participate in an experiment about people's evaluation of information and were directed
to the survey on the Qualtrics platform. After completing the informed consent form, participants were directed to the first phase (pre-test), in which they rated a set of 32 health statements
(one on each page) by indicating the degree to which they believed each statement (i.e., “How
accurate do you think this statement is,” from 1—Extremely inaccurate to 100—Extremely accurate). Then, in the second phase (evidence phase), participants were exposed to a set of 32 pieces
of evidence (in the form of tweets, one on each page), half of which argued in favor and the
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other half argued against the initial statements. To construct our conditions of interest, we
counterbalanced the phrasing suggesting the evidence posted is the result of a scientific study
(scientific condition) with phrasing suggesting the evidence posted is anecdotal (anecdotal condition), such that each statement was in either counterbalancing condition with equal probability randomly assigned across participants. We also counterbalanced the number of retweets,
likes, and comments of each tweet, to have either a large (ranging from 10 thousand to 30 thousand; normative condition) or a small (ranging from 10 to 30; non-normative condition) number of retweets, likes, and comments, also assigned with equal probability across participants.
Thus, we constructed a 2 by 2 experimental design with type (anecdotal vs. scientific) and
normativity (normative vs. non-normative) within subjects variables. At this stage, participants
were instructed to rate each tweet on how convincing it appeared to them by answering the
question “How convincing is this tweet?” from 1—Not at all to 100—Very much so. Finally, in
the third phase (post-test) participants rated again the believability of the initial 32 statements,
after which they were asked to complete a series of demographic information and were
debriefed.

Analysis and coding
We operationalize rational belief update as the change in belief from pre-test to post-test in the
direction corresponding to incorporating the available evidence. For statements with supporting
evidence—the rational update is to increase in believability from pre-test to post-test. For statements followed by refuting evidence—the rational update is to decrease in believability from
pre-test to post-test. Through counterbalancing, we ensure that participants cannot trivially
infer that “correct” updates must be in one direction.

RESULTS
Initial check
Since there was no difference in the initial level of believability of accurate statements
(M = 50.96, SD = 10.58) and inaccurate statements (M = 52.14, SD = 11.07), p = .766, as
intended, and no interaction in the rational belief update between statement accuracy and
evidence condition (p = .72), we combined them for the rest of the analyses conducted.

Main results
We first ran a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with rational belief update as
the dependent variable, and evidence type (anecdotal vs. scientific) and normativity (normative
vs. non-normative) as a within-subject variables, and found a main effect of evidence type
F(1, 199) = 6.81, p < .0098, ηp2 = 0.03 (i.e., such that statements followed by scientific evidence
changed more to align with the evidence (M = 3.03, SD = 7.36) than statements followed by
anecdotal evidence (M = 1.74, SD = 6.96); Figure 1a), and a main effect of normativity
F(1, 199) = 10.27, p < .0016, ηp2 = 0.04 (i.e., such that statements followed by normative evidence changed more to align with the evidence (M = 3.14, SD = 7.52) than statements followed
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F I G U R E 1 Rational belief update as a function of evidence type (Anecdotal versus Scientific in Panel
(a). Normative versus non-normative in Panel (b). Anecdote–normative, anecdote–Non-normative, scientific–
normative, scientific–non-normative in Panel (c)). Error bars represent ±1 standard errors of the mean

by non-normative evidence (M = 1.64, SD = 6.76); Figure 1b), but no type by normativity
interaction F(1, 199) = 0.93, p = 0.336, ηp2 = 0.005 (Figure 1c). Thus, we found support for our
first two hypotheses: that scientific evidence leads to more rational belief update than anecdotal
evidence, and that normative evidence leads to more rational belief update than non-normative
evidence.

Mechanism: Mediation analyses
To asses our last hypothesis, that the main effects of evidence type (anecdotal versus scientific)
and normativity (normative versus non-normative) on rational belief update would be mediated
by how convincing the evidence was perceived by participants, we ran two mediation models,
following guidelines and using the R mediation package published by Tingley et al. (2014).
Evidence convincingness as a function of condition can be observed in Figure 2.
First, the relationship between evidence type (anecdotal versus scientific) and rational belief
update was mediated by evidence convincingness. As Figure 3 illustrates, the regression coefficient between evidence type (anecdotal versus scientific) and rational update was statistically
significant, as were the regression coefficients between evidence type and evidence convincingness and between evidence convincingness and rational update when controlling for evidence
type. We tested the significance of the indirect effect using bootstrapping procedures. The indirect effect was computed for each of 10,000 bootstrapped samples, and the 95% confidence
interval was computed by determining the indirect effects at the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.
The bootstrapped indirect effect was 0.569, and the 95% confidence interval ranged from 0.22 to
1.01. Thus, the indirect effect was statistically significant, p < .001 (Tables 1 and 2).
Second, the relationship between evidence type (normative versus non-normative) and
rational belief update was also mediated by evidence convincingness. As Figure 4 illustrates,
the regression coefficient between evidence type (normative versus non-normative) and rational
update was statistically significant, as were the regression coefficients between evidence type
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F I G U R E 2 Evidence convincingness as a function of evidence type (anecdotal vs. scientific in Panel (a);
normative vs. non-normative in Panel (b); anecdote–normative, anecdote–non-normative, scientific–normative,
scientific–non-normative in Panel (c)). Error bars represent ±1 standard errors of the mean

F I G U R E 3 Regression coefficients for the relationship between evidence type (anecdotal versus scientific)
and rational update as mediated by evidence convincingness. The standardized regression coefficient between
evidence type and rational update, controlling for evidence convincingness, is in parentheses

T A B L E 1 Regression analyses associated with the first mediation model
b (s.e.)

t

1.28 (0.56)

2.27*

Evidence type

0.71 (0.56)

1.26

Evidence convincingness

0.07 (0.01)

4.40***

Predictors

F

df

R2

p

5.18

(1, 398)

0.01

.023

12.43

(2, 397)

0.05

.206

0.05

.000

Model 1
Evidence type
Model 2

Note: b = regression coefficients; s.e. = standard error.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

and evidence convincingness and between evidence convincingness and rational update when
controlling for evidence type. We tested the significance of the indirect effect using bootstrapping procedures. The indirect effect was computed for each of 10,000 bootstrapped samples, and the 95% confidence interval was computed by determining the indirect effects at the
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T A B L E 2 Causal mediation analyses: Nonparametric bootstrap CI, with 10,000 simulations
Estimate

95%CI lower

95%CI upper

p

Indirect effect (ACME)

0.56

0.22

1.01

.0004***

Direct effect (ADE)

0.71

0.47

1.90

.2342

Total effect

1.28

0.14

2.39

.0260*

Proportion mediated

0.44

0.11

0.02

.0264*

Note: ACME = average causal mediation effects; ADE = average direct effect.

F I G U R E 4 Regression coefficients for the relationship between evidence type (normative versus nonnormative) and rational update as mediated by evidence convincingness. The standardized regression coefficient
between evidence type and rational update, controlling for evidence convincingness, is in parentheses

T A B L E 3 Regression analyses associated with the second mediation model
b (s.e.)

t

1.50 (0.55)

2.70**

Evidence type

0.77 (0.56)

1.37

Evidence convincingness

0.08 (0.01)

4.72***

Predictors

df

R2

p

7.33

(1, 398)

0.01

.007

15.03

(2, 397)

F

Model 1
Evidence type
Model 2
0.06

.169

0.06

.000

Note: b = regression coefficients; s.e. = standard error.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. The bootstrapped indirect effect was 0.728, and the 95% confidence
interval ranged from 0.34 to 1.19. Thus, the indirect effect was statistically significant, p < .001
(Tables 3 and 4).

DISC USS I ON
People are constantly bombarded with information they could use to adjust their beliefs. Here,
we show that individuals change their health beliefs more in line evidence when evidence is
portrayed as normative compared to when evidence is portrayed as non-normative, pointing to
the strong influence social norms have on beliefs. This finding aligns with the literature showing the strong influence of social norms on behavior change (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004;
Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Paluck & Green, 2009), and extends it to belief change. This finding also
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T A B L E 4 Causal mediation analyses: Nonparametric bootstrap CI, with 10,000 simulations
Estimate

95% CI lower

95% CI upper

p

Indirect effect (ACME)

0.72

0.34

1.19

.0000***

Direct effect (ADE)

0.77

1.95

0.35

.1778

Total effect

1.50

0.43

2.61

.0064**

Proportion mediated

0.48

0.18

1.63

.0064**

Note: ACME = average causal mediation effects; ADE = average direct effect.

aligns with prior work showing that normative information is perceived as more believable
than non-normative information, extending the role of social norms from the passive perception of believability (Festinger, 1954; Kim, 2018) to the active changing of beliefs.
Moreover, we show that individuals change their health beliefs more according to scientific
evidence than according to anecdotal evidence. Given our sample is composed of Princeton
University students, attuned and used to digesting scientific information, this finding might not
seem surprising. To ensure the generalizability of this effect in the larger population, a replication with a more representative sample of the population is necessary. A nationally representative replication would be particularly important given that in this study we did not collect race
or ethnicity demographics.
This effect is consistent, however, with prior work showing that factual information is
shared more than anecdotes, given perceived social norms of sharing information (Zhang
et al., 2019), and is encouraging given that public health organizations typically distribute
factual and not anecdotal information (Lyles et al., 2013).
Furthermore, we show that both effects of evidence normativity and evidence type on belief
change are mediated by subjective ratings of evidence convincingness. These mediation analyses provide support for the mechanism by which evidence is incorporated by the cognitive
system in people's beliefs, leading to belief change.
In the present work, we use a controlled, experimental approach to studying belief change.
Constraining the investigation to these minimal conditions allows us to isolate the effect of
social norms on belief change, and the effect of evidence type on belief change. It is important
to note, however, that in real world situations, additional factors such as (1) conversational
interactions following exposure to evidence or (2) source credibility, would likely affect the
degree to which the people integrate evidence into their beliefs. First, after receiving new information, people typically discuss it with each other in conversations (Liu et al., 2013). Thus, this
line of work would benefit from being extended from the individual to the collective belief level
by incorporating conversations within communities in the investigation of information normativity and evidence type on belief updating. It might be that when given the opportunity to
discuss, people mostly mention the anecdotal evidence they were exposed to, omitting the
scientific information. Since conversations influence how individual level processes scale to give
rise to collective level phenomena (Vlasceanu et al., 2018; Vlasceanu et al., in press), the
community's emergent collective beliefs could be different as a result of the same evidence,
from those of a group of non-interacting individuals. Clarifying this process is important for
policy makers interested in impacting communities (Dovidio & Esses, 2007). Second, another
noteworthy aspect of belief update not included here is source credibility (Chung et al., 2008;
Slater & Rouner, 1996; Vlasceanu & Coman, 2020). This line of work would also benefit from
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future investigations into how the source presenting the evidence might interact with the effects
of social norms and evidence type on belief change. For instance, perceived norms have been
shown to be most influential when they arise from others with whom we share a common identity (Abrams et al., 1990; Centola, 2011). Therefore, it could be that identifying with the person
sharing anecdotal evidence might increase the likelihood of incorporating that evidence in
changing beliefs.
Beyond their theoretical importance, these findings might prove useful tools in the battle
against misinformation, one of the top threats faced by the world today (Farkas & Schou, 2019;
Lewandowsky et al., 2012). Emerging research has been using social science to understand and
counter the spread of false information (Guess et al., 2019) using strategies such as debunking
(Wegner et al., 1981), prebunking (van der Linden et al., 2017), or nudging accuracy
(Pennycook et al., 2020). Our findings suggest that, when targeting a highly educated population, the focus should be placed on communicating scientific evidence in support of accurate
information, as opposed to communicating anecdotal evidence. Second, these findings also suggest that when available, normativity cues favoring accurate information should be made
salient (e.g., “90% of Americans believe vaccines are safe” or conversely, “Only 10% of Americans
believe vaccines cause autism”), as they can increase the endorsement of accurate information
and decrease the endorsement of misinformation.
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